
 

 

 

The Island Where Noa Lives

Something strange is happening to the sea surrounding the island
where Noa lives. Can everyone help before it is too late?
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This is the island where Noa lives.
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These are the people who work and play. On the island where Noa lives.
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This is the reef that surrounds the island. That protects the people who
work and play. On the island where Noa lives.
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This is the coral that builds the reef. That surrounds the island. That
protects the people who work and play. On the island where Noa lives.
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These are the factories that pollute the air. That heats the sea and kills
the coral. That builds the reef. That surrounds the island. That protects
the people who work and play. On the island where Noa lives.
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These are the people all troubled and forlorn. Who ask the factories to
stop the pollution. That heats the sea and kills the coral. That builds the
reef. That surrounds the island. That protects the people who work and
play. On the island where Noa lives.
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These are the factory bosses who did listen. Who stopped the pollution.
That cooled the sea. That healed the coral. That built the reef. That
surrounds the island. That protects the people who work and play. On
the island where Noa lives.
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